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This essay introduced the NBRP Tomato project using Micro-Tom tomato and demonstrated its
importance and usefulness as a basic infrastructure for current research society clearly. In last
decade, genome project of Arabidopsis and development of related tools and technology have
impacted plant research and contributed to basic understanding of plant at molecular level.
Therefore, next main target of plant research must be application of basic understanding to real
crop to contribute to public welfare, in addition to comprehension of diversity between species. As
authors pointed out, tomato is an excellent model plant for fruit crop with commercial and
economical importance. Recently, genome sequences of tomato cv Heinz has been released and
several supporting database and genetic resource centers for tomato are available. Based on these
situations, the research community of tomato has been expanding rapidly. This mini essay covers
not only the NBRP Tomato project, but also useful information of related tomato bioresources such
as SGN and is well written. Therefore, the essay matches for coming trend of plant research and
provide useful information for IBC readers. I am confident to recommend this assay for
publication on IBC.

